MOBILE TABLET/CHROMEBOOK CHARGING CART

Luxor’s LLTM30-B charging cart is our best-selling modern tool used to charge, store, and transport your tablets and Chromebooks. Whether travelling from the library, down a hospital hallway, or through the corporate office, the durable non-marring casters and long-lasting tread help smoothly guide the charging station to its location. The cart’s two 15-outlet 120V/15A vertical electric power strips enable ongoing battery life while also conserving space in storage. Upgrade your workspace with this multi-purpose charging station.

LLTM30-B

FEATURES

- Meets ANSI/BIFMA standards
- Charges up to 30 tablets or Chromebooks (15 per shelf)
- Four non-marring 4" casters, two with locking brakes, smoothly handle heavy loads
- Cable management for superior interior cord organization
- Bottom shelf offers additional storage
- Rubber-coated dividers spaced 1" apart keep equipment organized and protected
- All steel construction and padded top surface
- Internal UL Listed power strips
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